
Rules for Terminus 
By: Stressed Out Games 

Introduction 
An alien research vessel known as the Terminus, notorious for conducting experiments 
on various specimens and species, has been struck by an unknown anomaly. Causing 
major malfunctions and ship-wide catastrophe, the organics aboard the ship have 
become mutated beasts. Many of the experiments have turned hostile. Others seem to 
have begun to exhibit signs of intelligence. These are the players. 
  
General Idea 
Inspired by various dungeon crawlers, Terminus uses information learned in BCHM 
3300 to teach players about some of the basic concepts and processes that occur in 
metabolic pathways. 
  
The game pits players against enemies and harsh environments in an attempt to 
escape the dangerous and deteriorating ship. After choosing a mutated cell to play as, 
players must collect armor and augmentations to survive the harsh environmental 
conditions; battle other hostile mutated cells; collect energy cells known as Zekts to 
purchase items and enter boss rooms; and defeat three horribly deformed bosses to 
gain access keys in order to use the escape pods to escape the ship. Players are 
encourage to work together, as the end goal is for all of the players to defeat the three 
bosses and safely transport the access keys to the start tile in order to escape and 
avoid the fate of becoming corrupted experiments. 
  
Ages and Experience 
Ages: 16+ 
Experience: Intermediate level 
  
Number of Players 
Two to five. 
  
Object of the Game 
The object of the game is to collect three access keys by defeating three different 
bosses and escape the ship. Once the players have collected the access keys, 
transported them successfully back to the start tile, and reached the start tile, the 
players win. 
  



Penalties 
When a player loses all their hearts they are considered down until someone revives 
them, unless a player chooses to reset (see page “enter here”for revival details). If all 
players go down they lose the game. 
  
Setup Instructions 
Divide the cards into the Treasure deck, Enemy deck, and Tile deck. Shuffle each deck. 

● Keep separate face-up discard piles for the Treasure and Enemy decks. When a 
deck runs out, reshuffle the discards into a new draw deck. 
  

From the Treasure deck, draw five cards. These cards will now be used for the 
Merchant’s inventory. Players may buy from the Merchant on the start tile (See page 6). 

● If the Merchant draws any item cards, reshuffle them into the Treasure deck and 
draw new cards until the Merchant has five cards consisting of armor and/or 
augments. 
  

Find the start tile (it is the green one with nine spaces). Place it in the middle of your 
play area. 
Each player chooses a character to play as and starts with: 

● A player mat and corresponding character token. 
● Two Zekts. 
● Three Heart Tokens, unless otherwise specified on character card. 
● Three Movement Tokens, unless otherwise specified on character card. 

  
If two or more players find themselves arguing about a character they wish to play as, 
disputes should be settled with a die roll. The player with the highest roll gets to play as 
that character. 
  
Everyone places their character token on the start tile. 
  
Each player rolls a die. The highest roll goes first, and turns go in a clockwise fashion 
after the highest roller. 
  
Play 
The play section covers Player Turns (See pages 2-3), Player Phases (See pages 3-4), 
and how elements such as Dice (See page 4), Tokens (See pages 4-5), Treasure Cards 
(See page 5), Tiles (See page 6), and the Merchant (See page 6) work in the game. 
  



Player Turns 
Play proceeds in turns, and player turns are divided in phases (See page 3). Each turn 
a player can use movement, explore new rooms, make deals, fight enemies, and revive 
other players. The phases can be done in any order. The phases of a player’s turn are: 
 Movement 
 Explore 

Combat 
Reviving players 

 Trade 
  
It is now the next player’s turn. 
  
Enemies do not have turns and correspond with the players actions. 
  
Player Phases 
Movement 

·         Players have three movement tokens (See pages 4-5) that they use to move within the 
circles of each room. 

·         Players may be on the same circle at the same time 
·         If a player starts in a room with an enemy, the player may choose to fight or escape, 

otherwise they are trapped in the room. 
o   If the player rolls a four or higher on the player six-sided die, the player 

escapes and can move out of the room. 
o   If the player loses the escape roll, the enemy deals its effect to the player. 
o   Once a player leaves or is kicked out of a boss room, no enemies spawn. 

  
Explore 

When a player goes through an entrance with no room on the other side, the player 
draws a tile from the Tile deck (See page 6) and may place the tile as they choose, 
as long as it connects their entrance with one of the entrances on the new tile. If the 
player draws a boss room, the player remains in their current room unless they can 
and are willing to pay the entrance fee. Getting a boss room card does not count as a 
movement used. 
  

Combat 
When a player enters a room, pre-existing or new, they roll the enemy die and if it 
lands on a four or lower an enemy spawns. The player draws a card from the Enemy 
deck and rolls the player and enemy dice (See page 4). The dice with the highest roll, 



taking into account any positives or negatives to a player or enemy roll, wins. The win 
reward and lose consequence are featured on the enemy card. 

·         If the player does not kill an enemy then it remains in the room. The player must place 
the enemy card into an enemy block (the red blocks) and put it in the room on the side 
of the tile. 

·         If a player chooses to escape and is successful, the enemy remains in the room until 
killed and no others enemies spawn until there are no enemies in the room. If another 
player enters the room then they must fight the enemy in the room. 

  
Ally: If any other players are in the room when combat is initiated, the player gets +1 
to their attack roll per person. 

·         If the attacking player wins the roll, then all players gain the amount of Zekts stated on 
the card. Only the attacker gets to draw the number of cards stated from the Treasure 
deck. 

·         If the attacking player loses the roll, then all players gets the enemies effect. 
  

Death: If a player loses all of their hearts they are considered down. The player loses 
all of their Zekts and all items in their inventory (Equipped items stay). The player 
skips their turn until they are revived. A player may choose to die and restart on the 
start tile (with all hearts intact), but the sacrifice for doing so is losing everything, 
including equipped items. 

  
Reviving players 

To revive a downed player another player must get to the room they are in and defeat 
any enemies that are there. If there are no enemies in the room, then the player may 
revive the downed player, to which the downed player gets all their hearts back. The 
revived player still takes their turn in the order that was established at the beginning 
of the game. If more than one players are down in a single room then they are all 
revived at once. Reviving a downed player does not cost anything. 

  
Trade 

Players may barter with other players for pieces of armor, augments, and heart 
cards. 

·         Players must be in the same room. 
·         Trading cannot occur while in combat. 
·         The selling price is up to the player’s discretion. 
·         Players can only trade unequipped armor and augments 
  

Dice 



There are three kinds of dice in this game. 
● The Enemy die is the red six-sided die. It is used to determine if the enemy wins 

in attack encounters. 
● The player die is the blue six-sided die. It is used to determine if the player wins 

in attack encounters. 
● The Boss die is the eight-sided die. It is used to determine if the Boss wins in 

attack encounters. 
  

Tokens 
There are three types of tokens in this game. 

● Heart tokens determine a player’s amount of health. When damage has been 
taken the player must flip the heart token over to show the broken heart side. 

● Movement tokens determine how many steps a player is allowed to move. One 
step is equal to one circle on the board. If the player has been inflicted with a 
movement penalty, the player must turn the foot token over to show the red stop 
side. 

○ If a player has enough movement to enter two rooms, a player must stop 
in the first room and roll the enemy die to see if they encounter an enemy. 
If they do, and if they succeed in defeating the enemy, the player may use 
their remaining movement to enter another new room where they must 
again roll the enemy die to see if they encounter an enemy. 

○ Players cannot move diagonally on the start tile. All motions must be 
forward, backward, left, or right. 

○ Players are able to move any of the previously mentioned directions on 
their turn. 

■ Ex. Move one space forward and two spaces backward. 
● Zekt tokens are the currency in the game. There are three values of Zekts: 

○ Zekt tokens with the “I” symbol on them represent one Zekt. 
○ Zekt tokens with the “V” symbol on them represent five Zekts 
○ Zekt tokens with the “X” symbol on them represent ten Zekts. 

● When a player has collected five “I” Zekts they must switch those five individual 
Zekts out for one “V” Zekt. When a player has collected two “V” Zekts they must 
switch to a “X” Zekt. 
  

Treasure Cards 
Players have an inventory of three cards for their hand, unless otherwise specified. 
Once armor or augment cards are equipped they do not count as being in the player’s 
hand. 

·         For every extra card in hand, a player must remove a movement token. 



·         A player may choose to discard extra cards on their turn. 
o   If a player chooses to discard cards rather than trade or sell, the cards is 

placed in the Treasure discard pile. 
  

There are three types of treasure cards. 
● Armor cards give players extra abilities. There are three types of armor cards: 

head, chest, and legs. A player does not have to pay to equip armor. 
○ Collecting a full set allows a player to get extra bonuses. These bonuses 

are stated on every individual piece of armor. 
○ Players are only allowed to equip one piece of armor for each armor slot. 

This is not Team Fortress 2 where players can have a hat of hats. 
○ A player may remove a piece of armor for no cost. However, this will 

remove any equipped augments as well. These cards go back in a 
player’s hand once removed. 

● Augment cards give players additional abilities. Armor can only have one 
augment on each piece unless otherwise stated. A player must pay the equip 
cost to put the augment on the armor. 

○ Augments may be removed from armor with no cost. Augments that have 
been detached from armor must be repaid to re-equip. 

● Item cards can either give players hearts or additional Zekts. 
○ The heart cards may be held in a player’s inventory until used or 

discarded. Zekt cards must be used upon drawing them and are 
immediately placed into the Treasure discard pile. 
  

Tiles 
Tiles have different colors on them that determine what type of environment players will 
have to engage with. At the beginning of a player’s turn the effect of the room is applied 
to them and lasts until the end of their next turn. Rooms that have immediate effects 
only last until they leave the room. (Ex. Red rooms only apply when the player is in the 
room while Blue rooms last until the end of their next turn) 

● Green: This is the beginning tile. The Merchant can be found here, and no 
monsters ever spawn on this tile. 

● White: This is a neutral tile. 
● Blue: This room is cold. Movement is reduced by one while in this room. 
● Orange: This room is hot. Enemy negative effects are doubled if a player loses 

an encounter in one of these rooms. 
● Red: This room is acidic. Players suffer negative one to their attack rolls while in 

this room. 



● Purple: This room is alkaline. Player’s armor abilities and augment abilities are 
deactivated while in this room. 

● Yellow: This room has a high concentration of salt. At the beginning of player 
turns they lose one heart while in this room. When first entering the room the 
player does not lose a heart. 

● Pink: These rooms are boss rooms. There are three boss rooms total, each 
containing a different boss. The boss name and face will be displayed on the tile, 
and players will have to look at the bosses corresponding boss card to determine 
winning and losing conditions. A player must pay ten Zekts in order to enter a 
boss room. 

  
Merchant 
Players may buy or sell any augments and/or armor cards from the Merchant (prices 
are on the cards). 

● The sell price and cost price are labelled on all of the cards. A player will gain the 
corresponding amount of Zekts from the Merchant for selling an armor or 
augment card. Likewise, a player will have to spend the corresponding amount of 
Zekts to gain an armor or augment card. Players place and take Zekts from the 
main Zekt piles. 

● If a player sells armor or augments to the Merchant, other players may buy them. 
● If something is bought from the Merchant, the Merchant does not restock his 

cards. 
● The Merchant can have any amount of cards past the initial draw. 

  
Bosses 
To enter a boss room players must pay 10 Zekts. 

·         Any amount of players may enter a boss room as long as they can pay the entrance 
cost. 

o   Only one player must be at the boss entrance to enter a boss room. 
Additional players wanting to ally in the boss room need only be 
somewhere in the room connected to the boss tile in order to get in. 

o   Each player who decides to ally in a boss room must pay the entrance fee 
of 10 Zekts. 

·         Once inside the room, each player rolls once against the boss and the highest roll is 
used against the roll of the boss die. 

·         Players must win three rolls against the boss to defeat it. 
o   If at any time a player loses an attack roll, certain effects will occur and 

these are listed on the boss card. 



o   In the case that a player cannot defeat the boss any longer, or is unable to 
meet the boss’s effects, the player is kicked out of the boss room. When a 
player is kicked out of a boss room they lose one heart. A boss will 
respawn with full health in the case of all players being kicked out. 

o   In the case that the room outside of a boss room is not a normal room, 
effects do not take place on your first turn. They will resume effect on a 
player's next turn. 

·         The last roll to win against the boss gets the card reward, while each player remaining 
in the boss room receives the Zekt reward. 

·         If players tie on the final roll and kill the boss they must roll against each other to see 
who gets the card reward. 

  
How and when the game finishes and how the winner is defined 
The game is over when all three bosses have been defeated and their corresponding 
access keys have been transported to the start tile. All players in the game must go 
back to the start tile in order to escape and claim victory. 
  
  
Analogy Legend for BCHM 3300 Students 
Metabolic Pathway: the action of playing the game represents a metabolic pathway. 
Players must get assistance from outside factors, such as through other players or 
through gaining armor and augments, and gain and use energy in the form of currency 
to progress and finish the game. 
  
Cell Organisms: Various cell organisms represent the players. 

-          Yucca – a mutated plant cell. Since plant cells can gain energy by 
photosynthesizing, we gave Yucca the ability to have an extra heart 
throughout the game. 

-          Zarnax – a mutated muscle cell. We played off of the muscle idea and 
gave Zarnax the ability to have an extra attack point against enemies. 

-          Gorma – a mutated bacteria cell. We played off of the idea of bacteria 
spreading quickly and gave Gorma an additional movement. 

-          Fogorian – a mutated halophile cell. Rather than giving the Fogorian 
immunity to Hot and Salt rooms, we gave it an additional two attack points 
against enemies while in those rooms. 

-          Aguarian – a mutated extremophile cell. Rather than giving the Aguarian 
immunity to Acidic and Cold rooms, we gave it an additional two attack 
points against enemies while in those rooms. 



  
Substrate: represented by the armor players can gain throughout the game. 
  
Enzymes: represented by the augments players can gain throughout the game. The 
idea was that augments alter the effects of armor, just as enzymes alter substrates. 
  
Cofactors: represented by the equip cost players must pay in order to equip augments 
to armor. 
  
Catalytic Mechanisms: represented by the type of augment a player receives. Some 
augments grant players additional damage, while others give players additional 
bonuses such as gaining extra money. 
  
Catalytic Residues: represented by the specific abilities augments display. 
  
Inhibitor: Used as a type of enemy found within the game. Inhibitors impair player 
movement if a player loses a roll against them. 
  
Radical: Used as a type of enemy found within the game. Radicals force players to pay 
Zekts (energy) if a player loses a roll against them. 
  
Prion: Used as a type of enemy found within the game. Prions make players lose hearts 
if a player loses a roll against them. 
  
ATP: represented by the currency of the game, named Zekts. Players use the currency 
to buy various items in order to progress the game. It is also needed to enter boss 
rooms, and can be drained by losing die rolls against certain enemies and bosses. 
 


